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Abstract

Objective: The present work aimed at studying neuroprotective effects of recombinant human leukemia inhibitory factor (rhLIF) on mice of different ages with cuprizone model of demyelination.

Methods: In the 129Sv mice at 3-5 and 16-17 months of age we assessed (a) motor and emotional activity in the "open field" test and (b) activity of brain antioxidant enzymes and macrophages capable to phagocytosis of latex beads. After staining histological sections of the brain and spinal cord toluidin blue we determined the percentage of neurons with unmodified, moderate and severe structural changes. Cuprizone was fed daily for 3 weeks. RhLIF was injected after 7-days cuprizone diet, one administration daily, 50 µg/kg.

Results: In the cuprizone-treated mice of both age groups, the percentage of neurons with severe changes in the brain and spinal cord was increased. In the young and aged animals receiving cuprizone and rhLIF the amounts of neurons with destructive changes were reduced, being less pronounced in aged mice. Cuprizone decreased the amounts of crossed squares and faecal boluses in the mice of both age groups. RhLIF restored emotional activity in these mice, but the increase of motor activity was observed only in young mice. In the brain of cuprizone-treated mice of both age groups the activity of catalase and glutathione peroxidase (GP) inhibits; the changes were more pronounced in the aged mice. Positive effects of rhLIF on GP activity were seen only in the young mice. The percentage of active macrophages was increased in cuprizone-treated mice of both age groups. Decrease of amount and activity of macrophages after injections of the rhLIF was observed only in the aged animals.

Conclusion: LIF may be a perspective neuroprotective drug in multiple sclerosis. The efficiency of LIF in multiple sclerosis can be raised if the data about its role in aging are taken into account.
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Introduction

Multiple sclerosis is one of the most spreading demyelinating disease of the central nervous system (CNS) [1,2]. This disease is characterized by the destruction of the myelin in nerve fibers and, as a result, disturbance of nerve impulse transmission and motor activity suppression. However, more and more researchers consider multiple sclerosis as a neurodegenerative disease [3]. Damage of neurons may contribute to the changes of their functioning and the formation of such neurological symptoms of multiple sclerosis as disturbances of memory, emotions, intellect, vegetative disorders, etc.

Although multiple sclerosis generally occurs at younger years, today it can be registered after the age of 45 years. In older age this disease has mostly infectious and toxic nature, progressive character and more severe clinical symptoms [4]. The investigation of age-related peculiarities of multiple sclerosis pathogenesis requires the use of its adequate experimental models.

Cuprizone is a copper-chelating agent that in animals (mouse, rat) induces toxic effect on mature myelin-producing oligodendrocytes [5-7]. So, the decrease of cytochrome oxidase and monoamine oxidase activities in the mitochondria of oligodendrocytes is accompanied by their apoptosis and, as a result, demyelination in CNS of cuprizone-treated animals. In addition, the neuroinflammation and oxidative stress in the CNS are the important mechanisms of nerve cell damage in cuprizone model of multiple sclerosis [8]. Several authors have registered with increases of the amount of apoptotic oligodendrocytes, the content of malondialdehyde and the activation of macrophages and microglia cells producing proinflammatory cytokines (tumor necrosis factor-α and interferon-γ) in the brain of cuprizone-treated young mice [9,10]. However, the importance of the changes in activity of factors of neuroinflammation and antioxidant defense system for the development of the structural changes in CNS neurons both in young and aged animals with experimental model of multiple sclerosis, remains insufficiently studied.

Several authors have revealed definite age-related specifics of the influence of cell factors (cytokines, growth factors) on the CNS regeneration after damage as aging is associated with changes in neurogenesis and sensitivity of the nerve cells caused by these factors [11-13]. There are published data indicating that leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) is both polyfunctional cytokine and neurotrophic factor [14,15]. In other words, this cytokine is the growth factor for neural stem cells (NSCs) [16]. LIF increases proliferation of the precursors of oligodendrocytes, their differentiation into mature oligodendrocytes and expression of basic protein myelin in the brain cortex of young cuprizone-treated mice [17,18]. This cytokine has an antiapoptotic effect on the oligodendrocytes, NSCs and neurons. It increases the regenerative potential of the motoneurons after damage [12,19]. The expression of LIF in the CNS is increased in the young cuprizone-treated mice, but older mice with cuprizone model are characterized by delayed gene expression of brain growth factors [12,20]. Age-related disturbances
of the functioning of the oligodendrocytes, NSCs and neurons may contribute to the decrease of both, regenerative potential of nervous tissue after damage and efficiency of neuroprotective drugs [11,20,21].

Therefore, our experiments were undertaken to determine protective effects of LIF on the structure of the CNS neurons with involvement of brain macrophages and antioxidant enzymes in the mice of different age with an experimental cuprizone model of multiple sclerosis. As a result of experimental investigations, new data will hopefully be received on: (a) the mechanisms of neuroprotective effect of LIF realized via changes of pathogenic factors of multiple sclerosis development; and (b) age as modifying factor of cytokine influence on post-damage CNS regeneration.

Material and Methods

Animals

The research was conducted on female 129/Sv mice (genotype H-2) aged 3-5 months (n=42) and 16-17 months (n=42). According to our investigations, 129/Sv mice are sensitive to the toxic action of neurotoxin cuprizone [22]. All animals were kept under a light/dark schedule (12:12) with food and water ad libitum at the experimental clinic of State Institute of Genetic and Regenerative Medicine NAMS of Ukraine. Mice were housed in groups of three or four animals under controlled parameters (temperature and humidity). Biological tissue were resuspended at 9:00 a.m. by ether anesthesia of mice. All experiments with animals were carried out according to the Law of Ukraine "About protection of animals from cruelty" (from 21.02.2006), the European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes (European Convention, Strasbourg, 1986).

Cuprizone-induced demyelination

Mice of 3-5 months and 16-17 months of age received the neurotoxin cuprizone [bis(cyclohexyldienemethyldiazide)] ("Sigma", USA). For cuprizone-induced demyelination, mice were fed ad libitum a food mixed with cuprizone at 0.2% (w/w), daily, for 3 weeks. Normal (intact) mice were used normal food. The body weight of each mouse was measured before and after using neurotoxin or cuprizone-free food. The loss of weight is one of the manifestations of the toxic effects of cuprizone. Mice of both age groups on the cuprizone diet lost weight (<0.05); weight of normal mice was without changes (data not shown).

Recombinant human LIF (rhLIF)

In the research we used the rLIF. Its biological effect on both human and murine cells is known; beside, rLIF after administration to mice interacts with cytokine receptors on neural cells [23]. For cloning of rLIF gene from human genome the method of recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) was applied [15]. Ribonucleic acid derived from the human placenta was further used as a template in reverse transcription and then amplified with polymerase chain reaction. Obtained LIF complementary DNA was cloned in pUC18 and sequenced. After its subcloning in pET24 expressing vector the biological activity of the produced protein was tested on M1 leukemia myeloid line. LIF has been identified as the differentiation factor of this cell line. Treatment with this protein of M1 cells leads to the differentiation of malignant cells, which is the proof that the cloning complementary DNA is the recombinant gene of LIF. Obtained protein by expression of the cloned gene in cells E.coli Bl21 (DE3) RP, was solubilized, refolded and used in the study on its effect on the pathology of the nervous system.

Administration of rhLIF cuprizone-fed mice

Cytokine was injected to mice of different ages intraperitoneal, one administration daily, 50 μg/kg of body weigh, after 7 days of the use cuprizone, (14 injections). This scheme of injections is based on literature data [24] and our results of changes in structure of CNS neurons and motor activity in young mice after 7 days of cuprizone treatment [25].

The control groups of mice different ages with cuprizone model were received a similar scheme injections of phosphate buffered saline (PBS).

Experimental groups

There were next groups: (i) normal (intact) mice of different ages, which were fed normal food for 3 weeks; (ii) mice of different ages, which were received cuprizone-containing food for 3 weeks and injections of PBS; (iii) mice of different ages, which were received a cuprizone-containing food and injections of rhLIF. Fourteen mice were used for each experimental group of aged 3-5 months and 16-17 months.

Morphological studies

For morphological studies of the structures of the CNS (cortex, cerebellum, lumbar spinal cord) in mice used staining histological sections cresyl violet and toluidine blue (by Nissl) [22]. Cresyl violet to determine the changes in myelin sheets of nerve fibers. Toluidine blue selectively binds to membrane structures, allowing to diagnose structure of nucleus and cytoplasm of neuron. Carried out the standard processing the researched tissue of the CNS: with the obtained paraffin blocks was made histological slices the thickness of 5-7 microns using automatic rotary microtome.

The animals were evaluated for morphometric analysis determined the percentage of neurons with unmodified, and with moderate and severe structural changes (staining of histological specimens of toluidine blue) [22]. Detected structures were observed to change of shape the cell bodies and the nucleus of neurons, locations of Nissl substance. Moderate changes in neurons are reactive to damage and characterized by displacement nucleolus to nuclear membrane, and an increase in the size of the nucleus. Cytoplasm of neurons was hypochope, Nissl substance is not defined. Severe structural changes of neurons are destructive and characterized by a decrease in the size of the nucleus with change of the shape, the nucleolus is not visible. Size of cell bodies of neurons is considerably reduced and they were hyperchome.

Behavioral reactions

Behavioral reactions in mice were studied in "open field" test, which is one of the adequate approach for estimation of motor disorders after use of neurotoxins [26]. The "open field" test also allows to estimate of emotional animal activity [27,28]. The mice have brain biochemical and molecular mechanisms of emotional behavior, similar to those in humans [29].

In our study testing procedure in the "open field" test as follows: individual mice were placed in a chamber with high edges (60 cm × 60 cm × 60 cm). The floor of chamber had similar sectors (16 pieces) that are designed for the visual registration of horizontal motor activity of experimental animals (the amount of crossed squares). Emotional activity of mice was estimated by number of faecal boluses. The number of crossed squares and faecal boluses were counted during 3 min.
Activities of antioxidant enzymes

Activities of antioxidant enzymes were assessed in the supernatants of brain homogenates (cerebellum) (10000 g for 20 min) with μQuant Bio-Tek spectrophotometer (USA) [30-33]. To investigate the activity of superoxide dismutase (SOD) (EC 1.15.1.1) we used a method based on the ability of SOD to inhibit the autooxidation reaction of adrenaline ("Fluka", Germany) to adrenochrome at pH 10.2. SOD activity was expressed in units per 1 mg of protein for 1 min. Catalase (EC 1.11.1.6) activity was determined with the H₂O₂ destruction kinetics ("Riedel-deHaën", Germany) and expressed in μmol recycled H₂O₂ per 1 mg protein for 1 min. The activity of glutathione peroxidase (GP) (EC 1.11.1.9) was measured by the nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) oxidation ("Sigma", USA) in the glutathione reductase reaction and expressed in nmol NADPH oxidized per 1 mg of protein for 1 min. The protein content of the brain homogenates was measured by the Lowry method. Lowry method is based on the reaction of protein residues with copper under alkaline conditions. The resulted compound is reduced by Folin–Ciocalteu reagent producing a blue coloured product measured at 750 nm.

Functional activity of brain macrophages/phagocytic cells

“Brain macrophages” are heterogeneous population [34]. Among of them microglial cells and blood-derived macrophages have similar parameters, for example the possibility to phagocytous of latex beads. In mice the activity of brain macrophages/phagocytic cells was determined in accordance with the recommendations of Jordan et al. [35] and Stephanov [36], in our modification. The method is based on the quantitative determination of the latex beads that are phagocytosed by active macrophages after joint incubation. The brain homogenates received in PBS. The cell suspension passed through the cell filters with a pore diameter of 100 μm, and then taken to the cups of Petri with a diameter of 100 mm in the culture medium such composition: RPMI-1640, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), antibiotics (100 IU/ml penicillin, 100 g/ml streptomycin), 2 mM L-glutamine. The cell suspension cultivated for 1 hour at 37°C in gas mixture of 5% CO₂. Then adherent cells were dissociated with 0.05% trypsin in 0.53 mM Na₂ EDTA. 10% FBS was added to the cells for trypsin action inhibition. Then 0.2 ml of this suspension (2.5 × 10⁶/ml) put on microscope slides for cover and are incubated for 1 hour in standard conditions. After incubation at the resulting monolayer add 0.2 ml suspension latex (2.5 × 10⁹/ml) in RPMI-1640 medium and incubating 45 min at 37°C in gas mixture of 5% CO₂. Then the cells were fixed and stained with Romanovsky-Gimsa ("Macrochim", Ukraine). In the light microscope were counted at 200 macrophages/phagocytic cells and defined: phagocytic index (the percentage of cells capable of phagocytosis of latex beads) and the phagocytic activity (the amount of latex beads, which phagocytised by one macrophage/phagocytic cell).

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis of the results was carried out using the Student’s t- test [37]. Differences between the means of comparable groups were significant at p<0.05. For statistical analysis were used the program Statistica 7.0. Copyright ©StatSoft.Inc.1984-2004

Results

Influence of exogenous rhLIF on the structural changes in the CNS of mice different ages with cuprizone-induced demyelination

The demyelinating effect of cuprizone on CNS of young mice has been shown [5,6]. During demyelination myelin destruction and welling between mesaxon layers were observed. We recognized the toxic effect of cuprizone on the myelin membrane of axons neurons in the brain of 16-17 months old mice (Figure 1A,B). During the morphological studies of cerebral cortex we have identified areas with nerve fibers in condition of demyelination (Figure 1B). The histological specimens, which were stained of cresyl violet, areas with demyelination of nerve fibers appear as light formations that resemble the scum.

In the 16-17 months old versus intact mice, the cuprizone receiving animals demonstrated pathologically modified neurons in the brain and spinal cord. (Figure 2A,B,D,E,G,H). After morphometric analysis of histological specimens revealed that the structural changes in the neurons of gray substance the brain (cortex, cerebellum) and the lumbar spinal cord of young cuprizone-treated mice have a different characteristics from reactive (moderate) to severe (destructive) (Table 1). Thus, in cuprizone-treated mice, significantly decreases the percentage of neurons unmodified in all the structures of the CNS, and, on the contrary, increases the percentage of neurons with severe changes.

We found that in 16-17 months old mice after the use of cuprizone in the brain and spinal cord are pathologically modified neurons compared with normal (intact) mice (Figure 3A,B,D,E,G,H). The number of neurons with destructive changes in aged cuprizone-treated mice is lower in the cerebral cortex and the cerebellum, versus of the young experimental mice (Table 1). In the spinal cord of cuprizone-treated mice, the number of neurons with reactive and destructive changes does not depend on animals age.

In young mice, after administration of cuprizone and rhLIF, was observed light cytoplasm in neurons, increased the size of nucleus and nucleolus (Figure 2C,F,I). These changes are indices of the active state of the neurons and indicate the development of regenerative, adaptive reactions after use cuprizone and rhLIF. In young animals after injections of rhLIF increases the percentage of unmodified neurons and reduces the percentage of neurons with destructive changes (Table 1). The positive effect of cytokine is most pronounced in the cortex of cerebrum (Table 1). In 16-17 months old mice after use of cytokine in the brain and the spinal cord decreases the percentage of neurons with severe structural changes (Table 1).

In general, the obtained data indicate the positive effect of rhLIF on the synthetic processes in the neurons of CNS both in young and aged cuprizone-treated mice. However, the regenerative processes under the influence of rhLIF better in young animals.

Influence of exogenous rhLIF on the behavioural reactions in mice of different ages with cuprizone-induced demyelination

Motor activity: Our study has shown that horizontal motor activity decreased significantly in the mice of both age groups treated with cuprizone (p<0.05 vs norm) (Table 2). After injections of the rhLIF to experimental young mice their motor activity increased (p<0.05) though it remained still low in comparison with normal (intact) animals (p<0.05) (Table 2). The 16-17 months old mice treated with cuprizone and cytokine did not show any changes in their motor activity (p>0.05).
Figure 1: Pathological changes of myelin in nerve fibers of the cerebral cortex of 16-17 months old mice, treated with cuprizone. Micrograph. Staining of cresyl violet, x 400.
A – normal (intact); B – after cuprizone.

Figure 2: Structural changes of the neurons in cerebral cortex (A, B, C); ganglion layer of cerebellum (D, E, F); lumbar spinal cord (G, H, I) in 3-5 month-old mice, treated with cuprizone and injections of rHLIF. Micrograph. Staining of toluidine blue, x 400.
A, D, G – normal (intact); B, E, H – after cuprizone; C, F, I – after cuprizone and rHLIF.
After the use of cuprizone the cerebellum catalases activity decreased significantly only in the aged mice (p<0.05 vs norm) (Table 3). The activity of GP was suppressed in cuprizone-treated mice of both age groups (p<0.05 vs norm), being more intensive in 16-17 months old mice (p<0.05 vs young) (Table 3). Injections of rhLIF restored the GP activity in the young experimental mice (p<0.05 vs cuprizone) (Table 3).

Thus, cuprizone suppresses antioxidant enzyme activity in the cerebellum of mice of different ages; changes of this activity are more marked in the aged mice. A positive effect of rhLIF on antioxidant enzyme activities is seen only in the young mice.

**Influence of exogenous rhLIF on the activity of brain macrophages/phagocytic cells in mice of different ages with cuprizone-induced demyelination**

Proportion of active macrophages/phagocytic cells significantly increased in mice of both age groups after the use of cuprizone, but their functional activity is only in the aged mice (p<0.05 vs norm) (Table 4). After the injections of rhLIF we observed the decrease of studied indices only in experimental aged mice (p<0.05 vs cuprizone) (Table 4).

Thus, under the influence of cuprizone in mice of both age groups observed the increase of amount and activity brain macrophages/phagocytic cells; more intensive changes were in older mice. Inhibition the activity of macrophages/phagocytic cells after rhLIF injections was registered only in 16-17 months old mice.

**Discussion**

According to our investigation, cuprizone increases the amount of neurons with destructive changes in the cortex of cerebrum, cerebellum and in spinal cord of young mice. Destructive changes in the neurons of CNS in cuprizone-treated mice may be the result of oxidative stress and decreased activity of the antioxidant enzymes. Apoptosis of the oligodendrocytes, increase of the malondialdehyde and hydrogen peroxide levels and, opposite, decrease of the SOD, catalase and GP activities in the brain have been demonstrated in the young cuprizone-treated mice [7,10]. We observed a correlation between the decrease of brain GP activity and destructive changes of the brain neurons in the young mice.

Activation of microglial cells/macrophages in the CNS of young mice after the use of cuprizone is another possible way for the development of degenerative changes in the nerve cells. According to Liu et al. [39], microglial cells of the brain in cuprizone-treated mice produce a lot of ROS promoting damage of oligodendrocytes and myelin. In our study, following 3-weeks use of cuprizone we observed an increase in the number of active macrophages/phagocytic cells in the brain of young mice. However, increase of their activity took place much earlier – 7 days after neurotoxin use (unpublished data). Alongside, at this period we registered moderate structural changes in the neurons of cerebral cortex and cerebellum, as well as a significant decrease of the horizontal motor activity [25].

Thus, in our young mice with cuprizone-induced demyelination...
Figure 3: Structural changes of the neurons in cerebral cortex (A, B, C); ganglion layer of cerebellum (D, E, F); lumbar spinal cord (G, H, I) in 16-17 months-old mice, treated with cuprizone and injections of rhLIF. Micrograph. Staining of toluidine blue, x 400.
A, D, G – normal (intact); B, E, H – after cuprizone; C, F, I – after cuprizone and rhLIF.

Table 2: The indices of behavioral reactions ("open field" test) in mice of different ages after the use of cuprizone and rhLIF, M ± m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age and group of mice</th>
<th>Amount of crossed squares</th>
<th>Amount of fecal boluses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-5 months of age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (intact)</td>
<td>60.0 ± 5.6</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone</td>
<td>10.0 ± 1.8 *</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone + rhLIF</td>
<td>25.0 ± 2.9 **</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16-17 months of age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (intact)</td>
<td>50.0 ± 4.4</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone</td>
<td>11.0 ± 1.5 *</td>
<td>0.8 ± 0.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone + rhLIF</td>
<td>13.5 ± 3.7 **</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.4*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *p<0.05 vs normal; *p<0.05 vs cuprizone; *p<0.05 vs young mice. In each group eight mice.

Table 3: Activity of antioxidant enzymes in cerebellum of mice different ages after the use of cuprizone and rhLIF, M ± m.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age and group of mice</th>
<th>Superoxide Dismutase</th>
<th>Catalase</th>
<th>Glutathione peroxidase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-5 months of age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (intact)</td>
<td>12.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>8.8 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone</td>
<td>12.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>7.5 ± 0.1*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone + rhLIF</td>
<td>13.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>8.5 ± 0.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>16-17 months of age</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal (intact)</td>
<td>12.8 ± 3.0</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td>8.1 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone</td>
<td>17.6 ± 2.1*</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1*</td>
<td>5.3 ± 0.6**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuprizone + rhLIF</td>
<td>16.9 ± 1.5*</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1*</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.6**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** *p<0.05 vs normal; *p<0.05 vs cuprizone; *p<0.05 vs young mice. In each group eight mice.
we attributed changes in the activity of macrophages/phagocytic cells and antioxidant enzymes to the development of damages not only of the oligodendrocytes but also of the neurons leading to the decrease of motor and emotional activities.

After injections of the rhLIF to young cuprizone-treated mice we observed the decrease of the share of damaged neurons in the CNS, the increase of the share of unmodified neurons as well as motor and emotional activities. Positive changes in the study indices may be linked to the stimulating influence of cytokine on the formation of oligodendrocytes and myelin synthesis, proliferation of brain NSGs and their differentiation in neurons, antiapoptotic effect [12,16,17,40]. According to our results, the activity of antioxidant enzymes increases after rhLIF injections in the brain of young cuprizone-treated mice.

In the 16-17 months old mice we observed some differences in the structural changes of the brain neurons both in the intact and cuprizone and rhLIF-treated mice. Thus in normal (intact) aged mice, the number of unmodified neurons decreases and the number of neurons with moderate changes increases both, in the cerebral cortex and cerebellum. In the 13-14 months old mice, correlation of changes of the neurogenesis and increased proliferation and activity of the brain microglia cells has been shown [41,42]. We also observed higher activity of brain macrophages/phagocytic cells in the normal (intact) aged versus young mice.

Our data obtained in the 16-17 months old mice with cuprizone-induced demyelination have shown less marked changes of the brain neuronal structure in comparison with young animals. In the opinion of other investigators, the nerve cells undergo age changes of sensitivity under effects of other damaging factors, e.g. cuprizone [6,11]. Besides, the brain neurons of older cuprizone-treated mice can form delayed reaction to damage factors. According to our investigations, the aged mice did not display any activation of brain macrophages/phagocytic cells after 7 days of cuprizone treatment (unpublished data), rather 3 weeks later (Table 4).

In the nerve cells of older mice the expression of LIF decreases and differentiation of the oligodendrocytes delays [20]. In our study of 16-17 months old mice receiving cuprizone and rhLIF, we observed the decrease of the percentage of neurons with moderate and severe structural changes. Positive brain structural changes were paralleled by the decreased brain activity and reduced number of macrophages/phagocytic cells and elevated behavioral reactions. However, positive effects of rhLIF on structural changes of brain neurons were lesser in the comparison with young mice. Consequently, this can be linked to age-related changes of neurogenesis as well as sensitivity of nerve cells to the regulatory factors.

Conclusion

The followings have been found:

Development of structural changes in neurons of CNS in cuprizone-treated young and aged mice. Neurodegenerative changes in 16-17 months old mice indicate the importance of using not only of the young but also of the older mice in the investigation of multiple sclerosis pathogenesis.

The possible ways of development of changes in the structure of CNS neurons in cuprizone-treated mice of different ages with an involvement of brain macrophages/phagocytic cells and antioxidant defense factors.

| Table 4: Activity of macrophages/phagocytic cells in brain of mice different ages after the use of cuprizone and rhLIF, M ± m. |
|---|---|---|
| Age and group of mice | Phagocytic index (%) | Phagocytic activity |
| 3-5 months of age | | |
| Normal (intact) | 89.1 ± 1.7 | 3.6 ± 0.2 |
| Cuprizone | 94.6 ± 1.6* | 3.4 ± 0.7 |
| Cuprizone + rhLIF | 94.3 ± 1.6* | 3.7 ± 0.3 |
| 16-17 months of age | | |
| Normal (intact) | 84.5 ± 0.9* | 4.3 ± 0.6 |
| Cuprizone | 97.5 ± 0.9* | 5.6 ± 0.1* |
| Cuprizone + rhLIF | 91.6 ± 2.1** | 3.9 ± 0.1* |

Note: * p<0.05 vs normal; **p<0.05 vs cuprizone; ^p<0.05 vs young mice. In each group eight mice.

Neuroprotective effects of rhLIF in cuprizone-treated mice of different ages are realized by the way of changing activities of brain macrophages/phagocytic cells and antioxidant enzymes. Effects of exogenous rhLIF depend on animal age. The efficiency of LIF in multiple sclerosis can be raised if the data about its role in aging are taken into account.

Our findings may contribute to the knowledge about the influence of cytokines (LIF) on regenerative potential of the CNS after damage in aging that benefit their further application in regenerative medicine.
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